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The Oscars are coming! While the usual pundits are busy sharpening their
predictions and betting on the biggies -- best actor, best director, best
picture -- I would like to say a word for the oft-forgotten writing

nominations.
Scripts are the seeds of thought that movies grow from. Not many films get made without them (not
ones you'd like to rest your eyeballs on, anyway).
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Writers are like ancient monks, spending their lives hunkered down in lonely cells illuminating
movies with their imaginations. They seldom get the attention they deserve, and yet they take
enormous risks with their time and effort.
As few as one screenplay in
a hundred gets made.
Hollywood often
undervalues writers,
treating them more like
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handymen or plumbers,
bringing them in to fix a
loose end in a story, as if it
were a leak. Studios like
giving them explicit
instructions and then fire
the poor scribes when the
story doesn't hold water.

Roadside Attractions

Lauren Sweetser plays Gail in "Winter's Bone," which is nominated for an Academy
Award for best adapted screenplay.

Believe me, I am not
complaining. I chose to be in this business with all its idiosyncrasies, both good and bad. Where

else could a guy who left school at 15 write a script with his partner about Robin Hood and get paid
a million dollars? But for every winner like our "Robin Hood: Prince of Thieves," I have a shelf of
unmade scripts that I've invested years into and equally believe in.
As a member of the academy, I am sworn to secrecy about my Oscar votes. Otherwise, men from
PricewaterhouseCoopers will pursue me down alleys in Hollywood and beat me with their brief
cases.
But what I can say about this year's writing nominees is that they point like a compass to the future
of filmmaking. And that future -- for screenwriters and audiences -- promises to be amazing.
"Inception" by Chris Nolan breaks away from the
repetitive comic-book brands that the studios have been
clinging to. It's a daring experiment to make a
megabudget adventure set inside dreams. The fact that it
sold tickets like crazy at the box office means more
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